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The COVID-19 pandemic showed the strength of broadband networks in the United States, yet it also underscored that all Americans need — and deserve — better access to the economic, educational, health care, and civic opportunities that have moved increasingly online. Fortunately, closing the rural broadband gap has gained bipartisan support and is a priority for both Congress and the White House.

President Joe Biden’s American Jobs Plan calls for $100 billion in federal funding to bring high-speed broadband coverage to 100% of Americans, including those living in rural areas that have been left behind. Data collected by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) indicates that as of June 2020 nearly 4% of the U.S. population does not have access to fixed broadband service that provides a minimum of 25 megabits per second (Mbps) download and 3 Mbps upload — the so-called “25/3” standard the FCC currently uses as the definition for “broadband.”

The light touch regulatory approach in the U.S. has encouraged substantial private investment for broadband networks in both urban and suburban areas of the country. Over the past quarter century, the broadband industry has invested almost $2 trillion to build infrastructure that brings broadband access to more than 96% of Americans. This is commendable progress and unparalleled innovation, but it is simply not enough when about 12.5 million Americans are unable to access high-speed internet (25/3 Mbps) at home, and roughly 10 million of those people live in rural areas.¹
This paper examines past achievements and failures to close the rural broadband gap and proposes pragmatic changes to ensure that future attempts to connect rural America are poised for success.

**BROADBAND FUNDING CHALLENGES**

As policymakers work toward a solution, history tells a cautionary tale about how easy it can be for federal funding to be misspent in ways that do not appreciably contribute to enhancing rural broadband access and closing the digital divide. By our count, the federal government has spent $105 billion on broadband- and telephone-related initiatives from 2010 through 2019, on top of $86 billion from 2000 to 2009. (These figures include both grants and loans and are reported in 2019 dollars).

Where did this federal money go? Some of it went toward expanding access and closing the rural broadband gap and achieved measurable success. In particular, the Connect America Fund Phase II (CAF II) and Rural Digital Opportunity Fund (RDOF) reverse auctions conducted by the FCC in 2018 and 2020 allowed providers to bid for the right to provide subsidized broadband service to unserved locations at the lowest cost to the government. The reverse auctions were troubled in some important respects, as this paper will discuss, but hold the potential to extend broadband service to rural areas if revamped. However, overall progress has been slow and does not appear commensurate with the substantial federal funding over the past two decades, especially in unserved rural areas of the country where the cost of broadband deployment is especially high.

The problems with past funding efforts fall into three categories:

1. **Subsidizing broadband construction in areas that already have service:**
   Previous programs and outdated coverage maps have included “underserved” as well as “unserved” areas, which quickly puts rural areas without service into competition for scarce funds with urban and suburban areas that already have service. “Future-proofing,” while sounding seemingly reasonable, makes subsidy programs far more expensive and far less targeted on connecting rural areas. One example: If a broadband subsidy program sets an expansive goal of two providers with service of at least 100 Mbps, then fully 33% of the nation’s urban population would become eligible for funding, squeezing out rural areas without service.

2. **Utility pole owners charging excess fees for pole attachments and replacements:**
   Exorbitant pole fees can delay the deployment of broadband in rural areas because they effectively serve as a tax, deterring providers and inflating the cost of a build out. Based on data from the CAF II auction, we find that depending on the scenario, the high pole fees charged by co-ops and municipal utilities can reduce broadband deployment by 17% to 55%.

3. **Broadband funding programs setting rules that discourage participation by many providers:**
   Federal broadband funding programs such as RDOF often limit participants to “Eligible
Telecommunications Carriers, a seemingly innocuous requirement dating back to the 1996 Telecommunication Act. However, this requirement, by imposing potentially open-ended legacy voice obligations, discourages providers that are best suited to build in rural areas.

**Pragmatic Principles for Fixing the Rural Broadband Problem**

The pandemic demonstrated the growing and immediate importance of every American having access to sufficient internet speeds for work, school, health care, and social activities. President Biden and Congress seem ready to provide a sizable pot of money to bridge the digital divide gap. But no matter how many billions of dollars are allocated, history shows that the money can be spent unwisely if policymakers are not careful.

This paper will dive deeper into the challenges with previous funding programs, what has worked, and where the challenges remain. While the focus of this paper is on access and not affordability, it’s important to note that only 2.6% of personal consumer spending in 2020 went to “communications services” — a basket including all consumer outlays on cable and satellite television, video and audio streaming, wired and wireless phone service, and internet service. The price of communications services actually fell by 3% from 2007 to 2020. At the same time, internet service providers (ISPs) have set up programs to make broadband more affordable to low-income families, which have successfully brought millions of previously unconnected Americans online.

All of this suggests we may have found a proper balance between affordability and investment, notwithstanding the apparent gap in access for rural communities. We recommend three pragmatic principles for ensuring that the rural broadband access gap is closed.

We have a once in a lifetime opportunity to finally connect all of rural America, but only if we don’t repeat the mistakes of the past. The funding for broadband after the financial crisis of 2008-2009 was supposed to close the rural accessibility gap, but the programs were mismanaged and spread out over far too many unrelated purposes. It is time to bring broadband to all of the unserved people across America and to reach the president’s target of 100% connectivity. By following this pragmatic roadmap, we can finally achieve this goal.
### ISSUE
Government programs supporting broadband deployment should stop funding network overbuilding and focus on unserved areas, while at the same time increasing program transparency and accountability.

#### PROPOSALS
- The FCC must improve how broadband service maps are collected and analyzed.
- Congress must focus broadband subsidies in a small number of programs that can be closely monitored by setting milestones for transparent progress reports and creating preventative measures to avoid overbuilding and duplicative funding.

Cut the red tape and make every dollar stretch farther by eliminating impediments to deployment, such as excess pole replacement costs and pole attachment rents.

#### PROPOSALS
- The FCC must clarify that broadband providers are only responsible for their proportionate share of pole replacement costs.
- The FCC must act quickly on complaints about pole replacements and similar issues.
- Congress must bring all poles under FCC jurisdiction by eliminating the exemption for municipal and cooperative power companies.

Government programs supporting broadband deployment should not be bogged down by restrictions and requirements developed for last century’s telephone networks.

#### PROPOSALS
- Congress must remove the requirement that participating providers be certified as an ETC.
- Instead, any universal service requirements should be explicitly broadband-focused.

### BROADBAND AND THE PANDEMIC
The COVID-19 pandemic has shown the strength of broadband networks in the United States. Faced with an unprecedented shift to virtual work, education, and entertainment, the nation’s broadband networks barely shrugged in handling the dramatic increase in use. Download speeds dipped very slightly at the beginning of the pandemic, then quickly rebounded. Meanwhile, the decline in download speeds in major European countries was much deeper, lasted longer, and required government officials to step in and ask YouTube, Netflix, and other streaming services to downgrade their content to prevent the internet from breaking.
Moreover, the speed of the U.S. broadband network continued to rise during the pandemic year. Average fixed broadband download speeds rose by 38% between March 2020 and March 2021, according to Ookla data. As Table 1 shows, the U.S. is clearly in the top tier of major countries based on average download speed and performance improvements, along with South Korea, China and France, and well ahead of Japan, the Netherlands, Germany, and the United Kingdom.

The successful and resilient performance shown by U.S. broadband networks both in the early stages of the pandemic and the year that followed was a direct result of the substantial private investment made by the U.S. broadband industry over the past quarter century. From 1996 to 2019, the broadband industry invested $1.78 trillion to build infrastructure that brings broadband access to nearly 96% of Americans. The triumph of this private investment should remove and relieve any lingering doubts as to the relative merits of the U.S. light-touch approach to broadband regulation over the more heavily regulated, utility-style common carrier approach favored in Europe. Indeed, OECD figures show that U.S. telecommunications investment per capita in 2018 was more than twice that of Europe.

The substantial discrepancy in investment per capita can be traced to the markedly different broadband network investment incentives that have existed for some time. In the United States, ISPs own their networks and have an incentive to invest, whereas Europe has pursued the "leased access" path where transmission lines are leased at heavily regulated rates, thereby reducing the incentives for wireline incumbents to further invest in their networks for fear of not getting a sufficient investment return.

### Table 1: U.S. Internet Got Much Faster During the Pandemic Year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Average Fixed Download Speed, March 2021, MBPS</th>
<th>Percent Change Compared to March 2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data: Ookla Speedtest Index
The success of U.S. broadband networks during the current COVID-19 crisis is clear and worthy of the praise it has garnered from all sides. As the Broadband Internet Technical Advisory Group wrote in an April 2021 report, “available data suggests that the internet has performed well during the pandemic ... and is a testament to the importance of continued investment in robust Internet infrastructure in all parts of the ecosystem.” The report went on to note that “ISPs reacted to the sudden demand increase by rapidly adding extraordinary amounts of new capacity and pledging to Keep Americans Connected.”

In 2020 the FCC also ran the RDOF reverse auction, which allocated $9.2 billion to 180 bidders over 10 years to provide broadband to 5.2 million locations, at an average bid of $177 per location per year. That’s the average amount of public support that providers will get if they provide the level of broadband that they bid for. Of course, the public support covers only part of the cost of rural broadband, with private sector providers in particular drawing on private funding to make up the difference.

RDOF followed in the heels of the FCC’s first broadband reverse auction (CAF II). CAF II allocated $1.49 billion over 10 years to 103 bidders to provide access to over 700,000 locations. That’s an average of $209 per year per location in public support. Reverse auctions like RDOF and CAF II have potential for funding network build-out in rural areas, with some important changes that we discuss later.

UNDERSTANDING THE BROADBAND GAP: WHERE ARE WE?

When the FCC unveiled the National Broadband Plan in 2010, it identified broadband as “the great infrastructure challenge of the early 21st century.” How well have we met that challenge so far?

The plan set the National Broadband Availability Target at “[a]ctual download speeds of at least 4 Mbps and actual upload speeds of at least 1 Mbps.” While this seems excruciatingly slow today, that target was mostly in line at the time with similar national targets in countries such as France, Germany, and the United Kingdom. The FCC estimated that 14 million people, or 4.5% of the population, did not “have access to terrestrial broadband infrastructure capable of meeting the National Broadband Availability Target.” As the plan said:

... it is unlikely that private investment alone will fill the broadband availability gap. The question, then, is how much public support will be required to fill the gap. ... An FCC analysis finds that the level of additional funding required is approximately $24 billion (present value in 2010 dollars)

Today, 1.8% of the population does not have access to 4/1 terrestrial broadband, mostly in rural areas. This represents a bare minimum for emails.

The 2010 broadband plan also had a 10-year goal that “[a]t least 100 million U.S. homes should have affordable access to actual download speeds of at least 100 megabits per second and actual upload speeds of at least 50 megabits per second.” Today, there are roughly 130 million households in the U.S. and roughly 92% of Americans have access to 100/10 Mbps service according to June 2020
broadband deployment data. So, the download speed goal from 10 years ago has been met.\textsuperscript{15} These gains were made mainly through private investment. Presentations to the FCC in 2010 cited $350 billion as the estimated cost of giving every American household access to 100 Mbps service, which was virtually non-existent at that point.\textsuperscript{16}

This paper focuses on issues of access, not affordability. Still, it is worth noting that this mass deployment of broadband has not broken the bank for American households. Since the business cycle peak of 2007, internet access has been getting cheaper relative to most other goods and services, according to the Bureau of Economic Analysis. From 2007 to 2020, the price of internet access only rose by 4\% (Table 2). US Telecom reports that the price of the most popular tier of broadband service fell by 20\% from 2015 to 2020, while offering almost 16\% faster service.\textsuperscript{17} By contrast, the overall price index for consumer spending on goods and services rose by 22\% over the same stretch, while the price of eating out at restaurants rose by 43\%.\textsuperscript{18}

We also analyzed the changing price and spending for what we call “communications services” — a broad basket including all consumer outlays on internet access, cable, and satellite television, video and audio streaming, and wired and wireless phone service. This broad basket illuminates not just the price of broadband but the way that broadband is used to enable other services.

We found that the price of communications services fell by 3\% from 2007 to 2020.\textsuperscript{19} Moreover, we calculate that only 2.6\% of personal consumer spending went to “communications services” in 2020.\textsuperscript{20}

That’s equal to the average since 2000, with no sign of an upward trend. People are aware of how much they spend on broadband, but they forget about the long distance and local telephone bills that they used to pay.

The average, of course, doesn’t tell us about what low-income families are spending. However, major ISPs have set up programs to make broadband more affordable to low-income families, which have successfully brought millions of previously unconnected Americans online.\textsuperscript{21} According to an April 2021 study from BroadbandNow, 77\% of Americans have access to low-priced wired broadband plans, up from 50\% a year earlier.\textsuperscript{22}
TABLE 2. COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES HAVE GOTTEN CHEAPER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN PRICE, 2007-2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communications Services*</td>
<td>-3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compared to:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All goods and services</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meals bought at restaurants</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Communications services include all consumer outlays on internet access, cable and satellite television, video and audio streaming, and wired and wireless phone service.

Source: Author calculations based on BEA data.

THE RURAL BROADBAND GAP

This paper focuses on the persistent rural broadband access gap. While almost everyone has access to 4/1 broadband service, as Table 3 shows, the FCC’s 2020 Broadband Progress Report identifies 25/3 broadband as the target level for broadband services. That is sufficient, for example, to enable a Zoom connection for group video calls, according to the company’s published requirements.

However, by that goal, 15% of rural Americans still do not have access to sufficient broadband — a significant gap. Moreover, as discussed later in this paper, this figure almost certainly underestimates the percentage of rural Americans that are unserved by broadband.

Why the rural broadband gap? Despite the declining cost of broadband and robust competition, fixed broadband remains out of reach for many rural Americans, due largely to the economic costs and engineering challenges involved with connecting remote areas. Fewer potential customers within reach of each mile of new infrastructure means less potential revenue over time to pay back the upfront cost of the infrastructure investment. Indeed, deploying a robust broadband network over the wide expanse of rural areas requires not only the substantial costs to deploy wires over long distance, but the increased costs for those wires to attach to, and in many cases to replace, exponentially more poles as compared to a smaller and more densely populated urban environment.

The United States is far less dense than a country like South Korea, which is less than half the size of Minnesota with 10 times as many people. That is why connecting everyone in South Korea is easier than in the United States.

But low average density is not the only issue. The United States also has the disadvantage of a very spread-out population — many rural areas with low but significant populations. By contrast, countries like Australia and Canada have low average density, but their populations are very concentrated, making them easier to serve. In Australia, 90% of the population live in 4% of the land, concentrated on the coasts.
In Canada, 90% of the population live in 3% of the land. By contrast, in the United States, 90% of the population is spread out over 31% of the land area. That's a whole different engineering challenge.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RURAL POPULATION WITHOUT ACCESS TO:</th>
<th>DATA COLLECTED</th>
<th>PERCENTAGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 Mbps/768 kbps fixed broadband</td>
<td>Dec 2011</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Mbps/768 kbps fixed broadband</td>
<td>Dec 2013</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/1 Mbps fixed broadband</td>
<td>June 2016</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/1 Mbps fixed broadband</td>
<td>June 2019</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/1 Mbps fixed broadband</td>
<td>June 2020</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25/3 Mbps fixed broadband</td>
<td>Dec 2011</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25/3 Mbps fixed broadband</td>
<td>Dec 2013</td>
<td>53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25/3 Mbps fixed broadband</td>
<td>June 2016</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25/3 Mbps fixed broadband</td>
<td>June 2019</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25/3 Mbps fixed broadband</td>
<td>June 2020</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data: FCC reports.
The U.S. has reached a critical moment in its economic geography. Will rural Americans thrive in a digitized, globalized world, or will they fall further behind? From 2010 to 2019, the rural (non-metro) population shrunk slightly, while the metro population rose by more than 40 million.

By contrast, the pandemic gave us a glimpse of an optimistic future for rural America in which a significant number of knowledge workers move out of the cities and do their jobs remotely, tied to the rest of the world by fast broadband. This could reinvigorate rural economies.

But this future can't happen without solid broadband. Without good connections, even after the pandemic ebbs, rural residents won't be able to take advantage of telemedicine or online educational opportunities.

Moreover, without good broadband, rural areas won't be able to hold onto “physical” industries, such as manufacturing, that still provide good jobs for local workers without college degrees. As of 2019, manufacturing was still responsible for 20% of rural private nonfarm earnings, compared to only 11% of urban private nonfarm earnings.

As manufacturing becomes more digital, keeping and expanding those rural factories will require reliable broadband connections. The eventual goal is a network of distributed digital manufacturing facilities in rural areas that can compete globally and create a new generation of manufacturing jobs. But these jobs won't happen unless the rural broadband gap is closed.


As a result of these geographic and demographic characteristics in the United States, the economic margin for error for rural broadband is small for providers and the potential return on an investment is challenging. Significantly, broadband providers who build in rural areas cannot expect 25 years of technology stability and protected markets. Broadband speeds have been a moving target. What was acceptable in 2010 is no longer acceptable today. Broadband providers must upgrade their systems at substantial cost to stay current with technology, thereby further narrowing the margin for error.

Moreover, fixed broadband providers in rural areas face competition from alternative technologies such as mobile broadband, fixed wireless, and satellite internet. One can debate endlessly the degree to which a mobile connection is a full substitute for fixed broadband but that's not the point. People who mostly use a limited number of applications such as email, e-commerce, and social networks may choose to only spend on their smartphone subscriptions, which eats away at potential revenues for fixed broadband providers, yet another reduction in the razor thin margin for error to deploy rural broadband.
PUBLIC SUBSIDIES FOR RURAL BROADBAND

Given the economics of broadband deployment, it’s clear that public subsidies have and will continue to play a critical role to make broadband infrastructure economically viable in many rural areas of the country. To date, substantial federal resources have been devoted to deploying rural broadband. For this paper, we undertook a detailed look at how much federal agencies have spent on broadband- and telephone-related initiatives over the past 20 years. (We count federal spending on telephone service in the total because the earliest broadband efforts focused on DSL (digital subscriber line), which ran over ordinary telephone lines).

Our analysis shows the federal government has spent $104.6 billion on broadband- and telephone-related initiatives from 2010 to 2019 (Table 4). That’s on top of $85.5 billion spent from 2000 to 2009. These totals include both grants and loans, and are reported in 2019 dollars.

The biggest sum has come from the FCC, including the agency’s Universal Service Fund (USF) program. Funding for the USF program does not come from general tax revenues, but from telecommunications service provider contributions, the cost of which is typically passed through to consumers. The USF provided support through four programs: the High Cost program (now known as the Connect America Fund), which supports the extension of advanced communications networks to rural, insular, and high-cost areas; the E-rate program, which helps rural and urban schools and libraries obtain affordable telecommunications services and broadband; the Lifeline program, which supports low-income users; and the Rural Health Care Program, which provides funding to eligible rural health care providers for telecommunications and broadband services.

In addition to the USF, the federal government has launched multiple initiatives intended to increase broadband availability and usage, including massive efforts from the Departments of Agriculture and Commerce, and small independent agencies like the Appalachian Regional Commission and the Institute for Museum and Library Services.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PERIOD</th>
<th>BILLIONS (DOLLARS)</th>
<th>BILLIONS (ADJUSTED FOR INFLATION, 2019 DOLLARS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000-2009</td>
<td>66.2</td>
<td>85.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010-2019</td>
<td>96.2</td>
<td>104.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Includes Federal Communications Commission (Universal Service Fund); Department of Agriculture (Rural Development); Department of Commerce (Economic Development Administration and National Telecommunications and Information Administration); Appalachian Regional Commission; Institute for Museums and Library Services; Department of Interior (National Tribal Broadband Grant)

Source: Author tabulations of government financial reports
THE LESSONS OF THE PAST
Why hasn’t this federal expenditure been enough? Why hasn’t the rural broadband gap closed more as a result of this massive funding? While the substantial investment by the federal government demonstrates and confirms the importance policy makers have placed on broadband connectivity throughout the United States, including rural areas, the high level of, and long-standing, federal support has not delivered the universal connectivity many hoped for and expected. Indeed, most of these federal rural broadband initiatives cannot even provide a specific number as to how many previously unconnected homes were connected during the initiative.

It’s clear in retrospect that much of the money was not correctly targeted. Let’s consider, in particular, the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of 2009. Like the post-pandemic infrastructure proposal, ARRA used a major economic downturn as a springboard to solving the rural broadband problem.

ARRA included more than $7 billion intended to expand access to broadband in rural areas — $4.7 billion to the National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) for the Broadband Technology Opportunities Program (BTOP) and $2.5 billion to the Rural Utilities Service (RUS) at the Department of Agriculture for the Broadband Initiative Program (BIP).

BIP missed its mark in a number of ways. In January 2011, the RUS administrator provided a report to Congress that said the program would connect nearly 7 million rural Americans. But "RUS admits it’s not going to provide better service to the 7 million residents it once touted; instead, the number is in the hundreds of thousands," according to a 2015 Politico investigation.

BIP also mishandled hundreds of millions of dollars in funding intended to connect rural Americans. The Politico investigation concluded 42 broadband infrastructure projects RUS initially awarded were canceled, rescinding more than $300 million in loans and grants. The cancellations meant as many as 430,000 residents in rural areas did not benefit from new or improved connections. Politico also found around 150 of the total 297 BIP projects had not drawn down their awarded funds as of the July 2015 investigation, leaving $277 million in potential investment that could be clawed back by Congress.

Where RUS did fund projects, they were unable to tell who they actually served. Politico noted:

In May (2015), the agency reported it has delivered new or improved services to 213,000 households and more than 15,000 businesses. But RUS, as it collected that data from awardees, never asked whether those residents live in unserved, neglected rural towns, or areas that had some broadband access before the Recovery Act.

Indeed, “RUS does not track subscribership by rural area,” a 2014 Government Accountability Office (GAO) report recognized, concluding “RUS has not shown how the approximately $3 billion in funds awarded to BIP projects have affected broadband availability.”

A broader criticism leveled not just at BIP but at RUS as an agency is that RUS often awarded projects outside of rural areas. An April 2011 study analyzed three projects subsidized by BIP that received a total of $231.7 million in support and found “RUS’ history of funding duplicative
service has continued under BIP "with [m]ore than 85% of households in the three project areas ... already (being) passed by existing cable broadband, DSL and/or fixed wireless broadband providers." A September 2005 audit by the Office of the Inspector General at the USDA (before the creation of BIP) found that due to RUS's ambiguous definition of what constituted a rural area, "the agency has issued over $103.4 million in loans to 64 communities near large cities." The audit also found RUS approved $137.4 million in loans despite borrowers' applications being incomplete or inaccurate, $59.3 million in approved grants and loans not to have been spent, and $30.4 million in loans being in default due to inadequate servicing.

BTOP, the other major broadband program funded by ARRA, shows what happens when a federal subsidy suffers from too many goals, beyond connecting unserved rural households. The single most expensive infrastructure project funded by BTOP was $155 million towards improving the Los Angeles public safety communications systems. That may have been a worthwhile project, but Los Angeles is not an unserved rural community.

Two other expensive infrastructure projects funded by BTOP were connecting “community anchor institutions” like schools and hospitals in West Virginia and Maryland with fiber. Once again, these may have been very worthwhile projects, but they explicitly were not designed to build out broadband connections to unserved households. "I was disappointed in the impact that the infusion of $126 million had," the West Virginia state secretary of commerce told a reporter in 2017. "I would have thought it would have had more impact than it did." Beyond BIP and BTOP, other broadband funding initiatives spent federal money on building networks that didn’t add to rural connectivity. For example, in 2012, the Department of Commerce’s Economic Development Administration (EDA) gave a grant of $2.1 million to San Leandro, California, a middle-income suburb of San Francisco, to build a fiber optic network, even though the Bay Area is probably one of the most wired regions in the world.

In 2017 the EDA gave $1.9 million to the City of Eugene in Lane County (Oregon), home of the University of Oregon, to fund the installation of fiber-optic cable in Eugene’s Central Business District area. True, the rural residents of Lane County might have needed some broadband assistance, with 52% not having access to 25/3 fixed broadband in 2017. But overbuilding in the center city did nothing to help them. That same government money could have been used to provide broadband to 2,000 rural households who don’t have it now.

HOW FEDERAL FUNDING FOR RURAL BROADBAND IS WASTED

As we have just seen, the United States has far too much experience with programs that are supposed to deliver better broadband to rural areas but fail to reach their objective. In this section we will consider in more depth the specific reasons why these efforts did not succeed. In particular, we can identify three categories of problems with previous broadband funding initiatives:

- **Subsidizing broadband construction in areas that already have service.** This issue includes imprecise mapping; overbuilding of existing networks and focus on "underserved" rather than "unserved" areas;
and the desire of municipalities to build their own networks. All of these divert federal funds away from closing the rural broadband gap.

- **Excess charges for pole attachments.** The key element for wired broadband connections in rural areas has always been the attachment of lines to existing electric and telephone poles and the replacement of obsolete poles. Much of the cost in rural areas is not simply the labor to attach the lines, but the price paid to the owners of the existing poles. In particular, the FCC does not have the power to regulate pole attachment fees for cooperative and municipal utilities.

- **Broadband funding programs often discourage participation from key providers.** For historical reasons, broadband funding programs, including the FCC reverse auctions, limit participants to “Eligible Telecommunications Carriers.” We will show how this apparently innocuous requirement, dating back to the 1996 Telecommunications Act, acts to discourage providers that are best placed to build in rural areas, by imposing certain legacy voice obligations that are potentially very costly.

We will discuss each of these in turn.

**Imprecise Mapping**

Currently fixed broadband providers file Form 477 twice a year, which consists of a list of census blocks where the provider offers service to at least one location. This data forms the basis of the broadband deployment reports that the FCC issues annually, and the rural broadband coverage estimates cited earlier in this paper.

But Form 477 does not give a full picture of unserved areas, since just because one location is served doesn’t imply anything about the rest of the census block. Indeed, some studies conclude that the true number of unserved Americans is twice the official figure. For this reason, in August 2019, the FCC launched a new process called Digital Opportunity Data Collection (DODC) for collecting more granular data on broadband coverage. DODC includes requirements for fixed broadband providers to submit geospatial polygon coverage maps like mobile operators do depicting the areas where they offer service, a public map reflecting where fixed broadband is and is not available, and a crowdsourcing portal allowing consumers and governments to submit input on the accuracy of the data.

In March 2020, the bipartisan Broadband Deployment Accuracy and Technological Availability (DATA) Act was signed into law. Congress put aside $65 million for broadband mapping as part of December’s COVID-19 relief bill. The FCC set up a Broadband Data Task Force to coordinate the agency’s mapping efforts.

With geospatial polygon maps, broadband operators will submit where they either supply or could supply service within a reasonable time, providing more detailed, granular data on broadband coverage. Such shapefile mapping...
will provide more accurate information about which areas are truly unserved, which in turn will prevent overbuilding and ensure that limited taxpayer resources are targeted to closing the gap for those who have lacked access to broadband for too long.

**The Soft Fallacy of ‘Underserved’**
Better mapping will make it easier to identify which locations and areas are “unserved” — that is, don’t have access to the minimum target level of broadband. Currently under the RDOF program, an “unserved area” is a census block where no service provider is offering a fixed voice service and a broadband service with speeds of at least 25/3 Mbps (download/upload), and no service provider has committed to offer such service under another federal or state broadband subsidy program. 40 As noted above, as mapping gets more granular, the number of unserved locations will likely increase.

But the concept of an “underserved” area is much more ambiguous and troubling. For example, under RDOF, the FCC defined an “underserved” area as a census block that is only partially served by the target broadband service. That’s straightforward. But other organizations use the term “underserved” to mean less than two providers at the target service level. For example, the Wisconsin Public Service Commission defines an “underserved” area as a census block

> ... that is served by fewer than 2 broadband service providers, or an area that an applicant has demonstrated in its application is underserved. 41

A 2020 Pew report on state broadband programs defined an “underserved area” as having:

> internet service at speeds higher than those that are defined as unserved but lower than those that have broadband service as defined by the state program. 42

This vague definition simply means that state government sets two target levels, with the idea of encouraging areas to shoot for the higher one.

It seems innocuous to specify a stretch goal. But in reality, “underserved” becomes a way of justifying spending scarce federal funds in urban and suburban areas that already have broadband service, as opposed to rural areas that are actually unserved. For example, suppose that an “underserved” area was to be defined as one with less than two providers with service of at least 100 Mbps. Suddenly 42% of the population would live in “underserved” census blocks, including 33% of the urban population. The consequence is that the U.S. will have taken on a much more expensive task, and rural areas with no broadband service would once again be competing for funds with urban areas which already have broadband service.

To put it another way, the “underserved” concept encourages overbuilding of existing networks. Competition is a plus if it arises naturally. But if building an additional network in an urban area draws government funds away from rural areas without any service, then it moves us further from 100% coverage.

**The Municipal Broadband Fallacy**
One important case of the overbuilding problem is the question of municipal broadband networks in areas that already have existing broadband networks. The American Jobs Plan, proposed by President Biden, specifically called for “lifting barriers that prevent municipally-owned or affiliated providers and rural electric co-ops from competing on an even playing field with private providers.”
This is not the right place to consider the broad plusses and minuses of municipal broadband. Nevertheless, there is no evidence that municipal broadband networks outperform private networks. A 2019 paper from the Technology Policy Institute found no empirical support for positive effects of municipal broadband on employment or broadband subscription rates. Moreover, municipal broadband systems do not necessarily offer lower rates than private providers. For example, as of early 2021, a 1,000 Mbps broadband connection from publicly-owned Greenlight Community Broadband in Wilson (NC) cost $99.95 per month. In the nearby city of Raleigh, AT&T offered a 1,000 Mbps broadband connection at a promotional rate of $60/month and a regular rate of $60 per month.

If the federal government has a limited pot of money to fund broadband construction, it should go to connecting unserved rural areas, rather than subsidizing municipal networks that overbuild existing private networks. Municipalities have limited funding capacity and a multitude of potential uses, including roads and highways, airports (if applicable), and water systems. Charles City, Iowa, for example, was unable to raise the money in 2020 for a municipal fiber broadband system, putting the project on indefinite hold.

EXCESS CHARGES FOR POLE ATTACHMENTS
Sometimes what seems like a small problem can turn out to be a big one. Logically speaking, the easiest way to bring broadband to many rural households is by stringing the new connection along existing utility poles. Indeed, all comers must have access to the same set of poles, no matter who they are owned by, in order to provide critical services such as electricity, telephone, video, and now broadband service. However, problematic behavior by rent-seeking pole owners makes the already difficult economics of rural broadband even worse. The owners of those poles — frequently the local electric and phone companies — can impose excessive non-recurring and recurring costs on broadband providers, which directly reduces their ability to deploy more broadband. Non-recurring costs include something called “complex make-ready” requirements where pole owners require broadband providers to bear the entire cost of replacing the poles they own. Recurring costs include the rental rates that “attachers” pay to maintain on-going access to poles year after year. Depending on who owns the poles and how they are regulated, these rates can vary dramatically.

Regulation is patchwork and inconsistent. Some poles — those owned by investor owned utilities and incumbent telephone companies — are regulated at the federal level or at the state level while other poles — owned by municipalities and electric cooperatives — are regulated at the state or local level or not at all. In addition, poles owned by the approximately 165 southeastern electric cooperatives and municipally-owned utilities supervised by the Tennessee Valley Authority are regulated completely separately from all other poles.

Pole Replacement Issues
On top of the inconsistent approach to pole regulation, this infrastructure is aging and is not being maintained, updated, and replaced in a manner to ensure that we reach our goal of closing the digital divide for deployment of broadband to unserved rural areas. As a result, the time and expense required to replace aging poles and to pay attachment fees is a significant
obstacle to broadband deployment in unserved areas. As noted in an NCTA filing to the FCC in 2020:

... in one major broadband construction project that has included (to date) over five thousand miles of new rural plant, Charter has encountered situations in which as many as one out of every twelve poles needs to be replaced, with the average replaced pole already several decades into its service life. In a major expansion to over 57,000 rural homes and small businesses, pole replacement costs alone have accounted for approximately 25% of the total cost of construction (including applications, surveys, permitting, labor, and material).47

NCTA further noted that “[u]nits frequently treat deployment projects by broadband providers as opportunities to shift the utilities’ own inevitable infrastructure upgrade costs onto third parties.” The result is that broadband providers are effectively financing utility investors.

The FCC’s response to the NCTA petition in January 2021 made it clear that “it is unreasonable and inconsistent ... for utilities to impose the entire cost of a pole replacement on a requesting attachter when the attachter is not the sole cause of the pole replacement.”48 Still, that ruling leaves questions open. The issue of how pole replacement costs are divided is especially important at a time when the federal government is likely about to lay out large sums to provide broadband to unserved rural areas. The more federal broadband subsidies that are diverted into paying for replacing utility poles, the more expensive closing the rural broadband gap will be. Pole replacement costs need to be allocated more fairly between pole attachers and pole owners if we are going to close the rural broadband gap once and for all.

The impact of recurring pole attachment fees on broadband deployment projects has been hotly debated. The National Rural Electric Cooperative Association (NRECA) has argued that pole attachment rental rates are not an important barrier to rural broadband deployment, accounting for only “a fraction of the overall cost to build broadband systems in rural areas.”49 Meanwhile the NCTA has argued that the rates pole owners charge to access the poles are "often excessive and can stop a broadband provider from being able to provide service to an area that lacks it."50

To shed light on this debate, we can look at the results from the 2018 CAF II reverse auction. In both cases, each winning bid represents the broadband provider’s public assessment of how much public support it needs per location to make the proposed deployment economically feasible over the next ten years.

We can then compare the estimated cost of pole attachment fees per location with the size of the public support required for broadband deployment. That is the correct comparison, because it tells us how much of public support is being absorbed by the pole owners. In addition, the auction results allow us to estimate the “elasticity” of broadband deployment relative to pole attachment costs.

Based on the published numbers, we calculate that the average winning bid for wired broadband locations in the CAF II auction was $261 per location per year. That is, each bidder, on average, required $261 in support each year for each wired location to make the
build-out worthwhile. (As this paper is being written, winners of the RDOF auction have not yet submitted enough information to determine which ones will be using wired technologies).

How does the cost of pole attachments affect these bids? It depends on the number of households per mile, the number of poles per mile, and the price elasticity of broadband deployment relative to public support per location. Table 5 lays out four scenarios, depending on different typical values of households and poles per mile for rural situations. The two values of rental cost per pole is drawn from a 2019 paper. The lower value corresponds to FCC-regulated poles, and the higher value corresponds to poles owned by cooperatives and municipal utilities, which are not regulated by the FCC.

Line (5) calculates the difference in total annual pole cost per household for the muni/co-op rate and the regulated rate, for each scenario. Line (6) shows that difference as a percentage of the average public support for winning wired bids. So, depending on the scenario, the higher pole rates charged by co-ops and municipal utilities absorb, on average, 6% to 18% of public support for rural broadband.

How much does that affect deployment? Figure 1 below plots the average annual support per location for the winning wired bids in the CAF II auction against the cumulative number of locations reached. (We omit the non-wired bids because they don’t depend on the cost of poles in the same way).

We see that the curve is quite flat around the average bid of $261, implying that bidders in the aggregate are behaving as if they are sensitive to the level of public subsidy or support. Indeed, a 10% change in net public support per location translates into a 30% change in the number of locations served.

This calculation enables us to estimate the impact of higher pole attachment rates on broadband deployment. Depending on the scenario, the higher fees charged by co-ops and municipal utilities can reduce broadband deployment by 17% to 55%.

What’s happening is that the fragile economics of rural broadband is, at the margin, very responsive to increases in recurring charges. The data from the auction appears to be telling us that there is a very narrow window between the cost of rural broadband and what rural Americans are willing to pay — and excessively high pole charges push providers out of that window.

This analysis illustrates that high pole attachment charges effectively function as a tax that siphons away money that would have otherwise gone to building out more broadband to more locations in rural America. The tax can be levied because municipal and cooperative electric and phone utilities have unsupervised control over their poles and can therefore extract rents.
TABLE 5. SCENARIOS FOR IMPACT OF HIGH POLE RENTAL COSTS ON BROADBAND DEPLOYMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCENARIO</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Households per mile</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Poles per mile</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ANNUAL RENTAL COST PER POLE***

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCENARIO</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3) $15 Muni/co-op rate</td>
<td>$54</td>
<td>$27</td>
<td>$90</td>
<td>$45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) $7 Regulated rate</td>
<td>$25</td>
<td>$13</td>
<td>$42</td>
<td>$21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5) Difference of total annual pole cost per household between muni/co-op rate and regulated rate**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCENARIO</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5) Difference of total annual pole cost per household between muni/co-op rate and regulated rate**</td>
<td>$29</td>
<td>$14</td>
<td>$48</td>
<td>$24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6) Percent of average public support per wired location**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCENARIO</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6) Percent of average public support per wired location**</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7) Impact of muni/co-op pole rental cost on number of locations***

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCENARIO</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7) Impact of muni/co-op pole rental cost on number of locations***</td>
<td>-33%</td>
<td>-17%</td>
<td>-55%</td>
<td>-28%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Based on Connolly (2019)

**Based on average CAFII winning wired bid of $261

***Based on price elasticity of 3, calculated from winning wired CAF II bids

FIGURE 1. THE WINNING WIRED BIDS IN THE CAF II AUCTION

Source: FCC
REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS THAT DISCOURAGE PROVIDER PARTICIPATION

Too often, broadband funding programs keep out, or strongly discourage, the very providers that could most effectively close the broadband gap. The FCC’s Universal Service program and its pivot to funding broadband is particularly instructive.\(^\text{53}\)

With the advent of the internet, the FCC’s Universal Service mandate was expanded from voice only to include broadband. The agency tried several different approaches before settling on distributing funding via a reverse auction, where providers would bid for 10 years of public subsidy to build out broadband to specified locations.

However, even with these incremental successes in closing the rural broadband gap, there’s a fundamental problem with the Universal Service funding mechanism — it was designed for last century’s voice-centric world. This is perhaps best illustrated with the program’s “Eligible Telecommunications Carrier” (ETC) requirement — a threshold requirement for a carrier receiving support under the High Cost and Lifeline Support programs. The ETC requirement was borne out of the 1996 Telecommunications Act. At the time, an obligation to serve everyone made sense in a heavily regulated telecom world but was hard to square with the competition that Congress sought to generate in the Act.

The solution was to create the ETC designation.\(^\text{54}\) Only an ETC can receive Universal Service Fund support in the High Cost and Lifeline programs from the government for a given area. In exchange, the ETC for that area has sole responsibility and obligation as the telephone carrier of last resort.

The ETC designation is essentially composed of two sets of rules: the federal rules, found in Section 214(e) of the Act, and the state rules, which differ in each state and create a patchwork of regulations. Under the Act, the FCC is responsible for broadly defining federal universal service programs and the overall rules for ETCs. States designate providers as ETCs for a particular territory or “study area,” and states have the authority to apply additional requirements and create additional state universal service programs.

This can subject a provider to extremely burdensome regulation that differs state-by-state. State regulations cover topics as diverse as billing format and frequency, complaints, construction, customer notifications, deposits, interconnection, late fees, marketing, network outages, advertising, privacy, record retention, reporting, and accounting standards.

Most notably, ETCs cannot relinquish their voice provider-of-last-resort responsibilities without permission from the state. That permission will ordinarily not be given unless there is another ETC in the same area. A provider that accepts an ETC designation in an area with an existing ETC may find itself involuntarily becoming the voice provider of last resort if the original ETC chooses to relinquish its status.

In other words, the lure of ETC status conceals an expensive “poison pill” with potentially unlimited responsibilities which could be quite onerous, especially in a rural area. This could rationally deter broadband providers, especially large ones operating in multiple states, from seeking out FCC universal service funding to build out high-cost broadband in outlying rural areas. But how important is it in practice?
Perhaps the ETC is a vestigial category that has no real effect?

To examine this question, we took advantage of a natural experiment: the CAF II auction required winners to get an ETC designation in order to collect the support funds. As a result, a whole group of winning bidders were going to states within a very short period to get ETC approval, allowing us to observe how different states handle the approval process. In some cases, the same bidders were applying to different states, so we had a direct comparison.

We examined state public utility commission proceedings and found that 26 states adopted an “aggressive” approach towards ETC approval of these potential rural broadband providers. We identified three characteristics of an aggressive ETC approval process.

- Imposition of state-specific requirements, or
- Intervention by local carriers, or
- Reiteration and emphasis of provider-of-last-resort responsibilities

In terms of the first requirement, various states have their own rules that apply to ETC applications, such as “cream-skimming” rules in South Carolina and Wisconsin that determine the size of the territory that the ETC can request. This requirement can be waived at the choice of the utility commission, but it still represents another hoop that the carrier must jump through.

The provider-of-last-resort responsibility was explicitly referenced in multiple states. One provider, Tri-County (Tri-Co) asked the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (PPUC) for authorization as an ETC after winning support from the CAF II auction. The PPUC’s order granting the request made sure to emphasize the potentially unlimited nature of the obligations.

... if all other ETCs in Tri-Co’s particular designated service area relinquish their ETC designations, Tri-Co, as the competitive ETC, may be required to ensure that all customers served by the relinquishing carriers in their respective designated service areas will continue to be served.

In Indiana, Marshall County Fiber (MCF)’s application for ETC status was subject to the same explicit requirement. The Indiana Utility Regulatory Commission granted the application subject to several conditions:

... as an ETC serving areas known to be unserved or underserved, MCF must respond to Commission inquiries regarding its ability to serve customers in the event ... an ETC serving the same designated service area or portions thereof seeks relinquishment of its obligations as an ETC ... MCF committed to offer the services that are supported by the federal universal service support mechanisms.

The 26 states with aggressive ETC policies account for 58% of rural Americans without sufficient broadband.

It is not a coincidence that large providers have been mostly unwilling to bid for support in new areas, since the benefits of Universal Service support may be easily outweighed by the prospect of a burdensome and expensive ETC application process in multiple states that leads to being involuntarily trapped as a provider of last resort. This could make the economic margins for deploying rural broadband thinner still, or evaporate completely, thereby
discouraging a larger provider’s rural broadband buildout that might have been fully realized with government funding.

Significantly, ETC designations relate to telephone service only and do not include regulatory requirements for broadband. This shows that such a regulation makes no sense for programs focused on bringing broadband to areas that already have phone service (Box 2). Eliminating the ETC requirement will not undermine the FCC’s goals, all of which can be addressed more effectively with rules and requirements related to the broadband service that will be deployed.

BOX 2. IS THE ETC REQUIREMENT NECESSARY?: THE CASE OF STATE BROADBAND GRANTS

The FCC has maintained the requirement that participants in the Rural Digital Opportunity Fund meet the ETC requirement for each area where they have a winning bid. That imposes an extra level of onerous regulation that has the effect of discouraging some providers from bidding.

Yet the ETC requirement is not necessary for improving broadband, as many state broadband grant programs have found. For example, the “Minnesota Border to Border Broadband Development Grants” simply require that:

Eligible applicants for this program are an incorporated business or partnership, a political subdivision, an Indian tribe, a Minnesota nonprofit organization organized under chapter 317A, a Minnesota cooperative association organized under chapter 308A or 308B, or a Minnesota limited liability corporation organized under Ch. 322C for the purpose of expanding broadband access.

The “Iowa Broadband Grants Program” is available to any communications service provider, “including but not limited to private sector carriers, local governments, utilities, and other entities that provide or intend to provide broadband service.”

During the summer of 2020, Washington state gave out $18 million in grants and loans for broadband infrastructure construction. Eligible applicants included:

Cities, towns, counties, public port districts, special purpose districts, quasi-municipal corporations, tribes, nonprofit organizations, cooperative associations, limited liability corporations organized for the purpose of expanding broadband access, and incorporated businesses or partnerships.

Once again, no mention was made of an ETC requirement. And if states don’t feel the need for an ETC requirement in their own broadband initiatives, perhaps that’s a sign that the federal government doesn’t need one either.

[Additional links provided]

(https://mn.gov/deed/programs-services/broadband/grant-program/)
(https://ocio.iowa.gov/sites/default/files/exhibit_a__notice_of_funding_availability.pdf)
CONCLUSION

Here’s what we know. Rural broadband is essential for preventing the permanent stagnation of rural areas. We have made remarkable progress connecting rural America. But gaps remain, and the ongoing pandemic has only brought the consequences of those gaps into sharper focus. Without broadband connections, rural residents won’t be able to participate in the economic, political, cultural, and social life of America. Rural businesses won’t be able to take advantage of the technologies and market opportunities that suburban and urban businesses take for granted. And rural students will continually be at a disadvantage compared to their counterparts.

Moreover, without sufficient broadband, rural areas won’t be able to attract people and businesses from other parts of the country. Cheap real estate and low density can be a big draw to many Americans who now lead a high cost, urban existence — if they can stay connected to the rest of the world at the same time.

But rural broadband — for the very same reasons that make rural areas attractive as places to live — is an investment with a slim margin for error, or no margin at all. A low density of households means that building expensive infrastructure and charging reasonable prices is a tough combination. That makes government support essential.

The American Jobs Plan proposes $100 billion for broadband. Whether Congress ends up approving that figure or something smaller, the same questions remain: How to avoid the mistakes of the past, where a myriad of programs squandered resources on overbuilding without closing the rural broadband gap.

No matter how many billions of dollars are allocated, history shows that the money can be spent unwisely if we are not careful. The FCC has shown that reverse auctions like CAF II and RDOF, suitably improved, are a good starting point for getting providers to bid for the lowest amount of public support that they need. Better mapping, too, is essential for making sure that unserved communities get the broadband that they need.

The key step is to decide on the priorities. Some people are concerned with funding alternatives to existing systems. Other people are worried about broadband adoption rates, especially among low-income households.

However, the economic evidence shows that the average share of household budgets going to communications services has been flat, not rising, and that the price of internet access has fallen compared to other goods and services. That suggests we may have found a good balance between affordability and investment.

Getting rural locations connected to fast broadband that supports uses like online education and telehealth is essential. Connecting the unconnected should be a priority. Moreover, we want our policies to be pro-competitive rather than protecting incumbents.

From that perspective, a pragmatic agenda has three parts:

• First, government programs supporting broadband deployment should stop funding network overbuilding, while at the same time increasing program transparency and accountability.

It is essential to focus on truly unserved markets to stretch the taxpayer’s dollar further. Funding duplicative systems with government subsidies
in areas already served by commercial networks or in dense areas that are commercially viable takes away funds that could have been used to extend rural networks.

Similarly, the government should be careful about setting an excessively high standard for communities eligible to receive broadband subsidies. “Future-proofing” sounds like a great idea, but every time the standard for acceptable broadband is raised, more urban and suburban households are counted as “unserved.” As a result, the limited pot of broadband subsidies is spread more widely, and less is available for expensive rural connections.

To accomplish these ends, Congress should focus broadband subsidies in a relatively small number of programs that can be closely monitored. When money is spent, it should include milestones for transparent reporting of progress, like the FCC’s RDOF program, and should be careful to avoid overbuilding and duplicative funding.

- Second, cut the red tape and make every dollar stretch farther by eliminating impediments to deployment.

Deployment of broadband to rural areas is expensive and inconsistent regulations create impediments and increase those deployment costs. Especially when a large pot of government subsidies is involved, different groups have an incentive to slow the process down and try to get a bigger slice of the pie. One important example: A key to rural deployment is attaching broadband infrastructure to existing poles. However, excessive rent seeking behavior from pole owners — to recover pole replacement costs and attachment charges — is driving up the cost of rural broadband deployment, thereby limiting the number of rural households that can be served in any buildout.

Steps should be taken to streamline these processes to speed rural broadband deployment, bring pole costs in line with actual costs and make every dollar of both private and public funding stretch farther. The FCC needs to go beyond its January 2021 Declaratory Ruling and clarify that broadband providers are only responsible for their proportionate share of the pole replacement cost (e.g., if a pole would need to be replaced after 20 years and it is 18 years old, a broadband provider should only pay for 2/20ths of the cost). In addition, the FCC needs to act quickly on complaints about pole replacement issues, permitting issues and the like. These can languish for years delaying or preventing build out.

At the same time, the FCC can’t do it all, since municipal and cooperative owned poles are exempted from federal regulation of pole attachments. If broadband deployment is a national priority, Congress should act to bring all poles under FCC jurisdiction by eliminating the exemption when it funds the next round of broadband investment.

- Third, government programs supporting broadband deployment should not be bogged down by restrictions and requirements developed for last century’s telephone networks.

Even as federal broadband programs try to move rural areas into the 21st century, they still impose anachronistic 20th century requirements on participants. The clearest and most obvious example is the backward-looking rule that winning RDOF bidders meet the requirement to
be certified as an “Eligible Telecommunications Carrier” for the locations that they receive public support for. The ETC designation was introduced in the 1996 Telecommunications Act, in an age of voice-only telecommunications networks and it carries with it certain Title II voice obligations that make no sense when the purpose of the funding is to bring broadband to areas without it. In fact, the areas that are being funded already have telephone service provided by an ETC.

This ETC requirement is a major obstacle for many companies and limits funding to providers that either have historically obtained the designation, or those providers that are willing to engage in the time-consuming and resource-intensive process to obtain the designation and then comply with the onerous patchwork of state regulations that it requires.

State regulation that is not appropriate to apply to broadband services that are national — and global — in nature. We are continuing to apply legacy telephone regulations when we are trying to solve a broadband divide. It does not make sense and has slowed efforts to address this issue. The ETC requirement limits participation by providers that are otherwise well-positioned for this work and even if some providers do participate it adds unnecessary costs and requirements that do nothing to build broadband. If we are going to close the rural broadband gap, we need to get these providers onto the playing field.

So, when Congress funds the next round of broadband subsidies, the requirement that participating providers be certified as an ETC should be removed. Instead, any universal service requirements should be explicitly broadband-focused, which is in fact the point.

Those Who Ignore the Hard Lessons of Past Broadband Funding Efforts Are Doomed to Repeat Them

Our proposals are not magic bullets that will suddenly cure the rural broadband problem. But they will ensure that the money that is spent will go to where it belongs, rather than being diverted to other goals.

Devoting government resources to overbuild or upgrade existing robust networks in these areas will take away those finite government resources from those areas of the country that lack any broadband connection at all. The rural/urban divide will only be widened, not narrowed or closed for good.

Nor does it make sense for Washington to fund what the private sector is already moving to accomplish, invest in, and deploy on its own.

Infrastructure proposals should be laser-focused on connecting those areas of the country lacking any broadband access. Past experience with broadband funding has shown that will be the only way to connect 100% of the country once and for all.

This paper demonstrates that tremendous government resources have already been directed towards the problem, but the gap persists. We cannot afford to ignore the lessons of the past. The roadmap laid out in this paper will help ensure we succeed.
### TABLE 6. THREE PRAGMATIC PROPOSALS TO HELP CLOSE THE RURAL BROADBAND GAP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISSUE</th>
<th>PROPOSALS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Government programs supporting broadband deployment should stop funding network overbuilding and focus on unserved areas, while at the same time increasing program transparency and accountability.</td>
<td>Mapping should be improved. Congress should focus broadband subsidies in a small number of programs that can be closely monitored. Programs should include milestones for transparent reporting of progress and should be careful to avoid overbuilding and duplicative funding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cut the red tape and make every dollar stretch farther by eliminating impediments to deployment, such as excess pole replacement costs and pole attachment rents.</td>
<td>The FCC needs to clarify that broadband providers are only responsible for their proportionate share of pole replacement costs. The FCC also needs to act quickly on complaints about pole replacement and similar issues. When Congress funds the next round of rural broadband subsidies, it should bring all poles under FCC jurisdiction by eliminating the exemption for municipal and cooperative power companies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government programs supporting broadband deployment should not be bogged down by restrictions and requirements developed for last century’s telephone networks.</td>
<td>When Congress funds the next round of broadband subsidies, it should remove the requirement that participating providers be certified as an ETC. Instead, any universal service requirements should be explicitly broadband-focused.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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